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Auction, unless sold prior

Blending modern sophistication with timeless elegance, this luxe estate reimagines contemporary living by showcasing

flawless style, luxurious finishes, and expansive proportions throughout. Every corner of the property's two opulent levels

is lavishly appointed, fulfilling every lavish desire. Seamlessly merging French provincial influences with cutting-edge

architecture, this property presents an enchanting and surprisingly timeless masterpiece that impresses from the

moment you step inside.Positioned on a spacious level land and offering effortless access from both the double garage

and the porch, prepare to be enchanted by the magnificence of this exceptional property. Unquestionably luxurious yet

incredibly inviting, this 5-bedroom, 5-bathroom home boasts multiple living areas, a flexible layout, and an enduring

allure. The lower level encompasses two chic living areas with heated tiling throughout, an exquisite and fully equipped

gourmet kitchen that seamlessly extends to a spacious outdoor entertainment area and a stunning in-ground pool.Luxe

Points:- A majestic entrance adorned with a custom front door introduces a two-level layout flooded with natural light.-

The open-plan living and dining area boasts a soaring void ceiling, a graceful chandelier, and expansive windows that invite

abundant natural light.- The designer kitchen showcases a stone island and a generously sized walk-in pantry, additional

cooktop in the pantry.- There are five luxurious bedrooms, three equipped with walk-in wardrobes; four are situated on

the upper level.- Each bedroom with its own en-suite and all including heated tiles.- The grand master suite offers large

walk-in robe and ensuite.- A sizable covered entertainment space with an outdoor kitchen overlooks the inviting

in-ground pool.- The property features a double garage with an automatic door, providing internal access and ample

storage space.- Ducted air-conditioning is installed throughout the residence, complemented by security cameras and an

alarm system.- 13.3 kilowatt solar panel system boosts a sustainable and cost-effective lifestyle.- Heated modern pool,

and heated natural marble tiles through out the property designed for the most comfort.- Conveniently located within

minutes of top-tier schools, shops, cafes, restaurants, recreational areas, and transportation facilities.Disclaimer: The

above information is accurate to the best of our knowledge; however, we advise that all interested parties make their own

enquiries as we will not be held responsible for any variation that may apply to this information. All distances, sizes and

measurements are approximates only.


